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It may be
hard to top
flyboarding
– the day I
surfed the sky!

R

ock climbing. Water skiing. Archery. Ceramics. Ziplining.
What do these activities have in common? They’re all
things I tried for the first time in the summer. And let me tell
you, that list could go on…and then there are some that are
better left out (me at gymnastics was not a pretty sight!).

@done.neatly

I grew up at camp and the things I got to try were
seemingly endless. Since those days, my sense for a summer
adventure hasn’t wavered and now the hunt is on in the
Hamptons. Though I have to say, it may be hard to top
flyboarding – the day I surfed the sky!
With this issue, I encourage you all to come along for the
journey. It may be something you’ve been wanting to do for a
while or something you’ve never even considered. The fun is
in finding it, so let’s get started.
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SUMMER
schooled
No More Pencils, No More Books but Still Lots to Learn

W

ho says learning has to end with the school year? Here on the East
End, we’re always ready to try something new – and (lucky us!) we’re
surrounded by experts who are eager to show us how. Whether you’re looking
to take up a new sport, expanding your culinary repertoire, or exploring the
pristine scenery of the island on horseback, these pros are ready to show you
the ropes. Here are five of our favorite ways to keep your brain as active as
your body this summer:

HANG 10

I

t’s summertime. The ocean is
calling. And that means it’s high
time you booked your first outing
with CoreysWave Surf Lessons
(www.coreyswave.com; 516.639.4879).
Pro Corey Senese grew up surfing
Southern California and Montauk;
today, he is a master instructor with
experience demonstrating everything
from short board to long board to
stand-up paddleboard. He started
informally teaching visitors that he
noticed on the beach in Montauk, and
quickly found that he had a knack
for explaining technique. These days,
he’s as stoked to teach others how to
love the waves as he is to ride them
himself, and the enthusiasm of his
expert staff of instructors is infectious.
Worried you won’t have what it takes?
All you need is a bathing suit, sun
block, a towel, and a change of clothes.
CoreysWave provides the board, the
wetsuit, surf booties as needed, and
all the tips and techniques that you’ll
need to “walk” on water.

PLAY THE FIELD

Their well-behaved horses
make even first-timers feel
comfortable in the saddle

SADDLE UP

T

he horseback bona fides of
Montauk’s Deep Hollow Ranch
(8 Old Montauk Hwy., Montauk,
631.668.2744) run deep – we’re talking
established-in-1658, oldest-cattleranch-in-the-country deep. They offer
rides across 3,000 acres of trails, from
30-minute trail rides for riders age 6
and up to 90-minute trail rides that
include waterfront beach riding. Their
well-behaved horses make even firsttimers feel comfortable in the saddle,
and their expert ride leaders are happy
to answer questions as you make your
way down the trail. They also host
a summertime Pony Camp for kids,
where young riders can learn how to
groom, tack, brush, and ride. In other
words? Even if you really don’t know
your stirrup from your gallop, they’ll
help show you the way. (And heck, if you
fall off on your first ride, chances are,
you couldn’t ask for a more comfortable
landing spot than the soft sand of the
Montauk strand!)

You needn’t
have a royal
pedigree to
learn polo

It’s known as “the sport of
kings,” but you needn’t have
a royal pedigree to learn polo
at Southampton Hunt &
Polo Club (206 Millstone Rd.,
Watermill, 516.729.6154). As
one of the largest polo clubs
in America, they’re uniquely
prepared to school you in the art
of hitting a ball on horseback:
each summer, their Polo School
graduates first-time players into
bona fide riders. The $2,000
program is 10 hours long and
runs the gamut from basics of
hitting to the finer points of
strategy, culminating in a real
match with players of comparable
experience. Your tuition includes
expert instruction, polo pony,
tack, groom, mallets, and
facilities. BYO boots, helmet, and
gloves, and you’re ready to ride.

GET COOKING
Ready to up your game in the kitchen?
Place yourself in the talented hands
of Chef Arie Pavlou of Bistro Ete
(760 Montauk Hwy., Water Mill,
631.500.9085). The Cypriot-born chef
not only designs the restaurant’s
enticing menus, but also brings his
culinary talents to bear on their
forward-thinking beverage program.
He’s been a professor in the Culinary
Arts program at nearby Suffolk
County Community College for
the past 20 years, so he’s as adept
at teaching technique as he is at
executing it in his own kitchen.
For $125 per person, you’ll enjoy a
cocktail demo at the bar, followed by a
cooking demo behind the scenes in the
restaurant’s kitchen. Then, savor the
flavors you’ve created with a delicious
dinner and wine pairing surrounded
by your new cooking-class pals.

Eat, sleep, and
breathe tennis
Savor the flavors you’ve
created with a delicious
dinner and wine pairing

LOVE ALL
If your fond memories of sleep-away camp have you
longing to return, consider the adult version offered
by 27tennis (2145 Montauk Hwy., Amagansett,
631.260.1480). Sure, you could take a private lesson
(starting at $200 an hour) – or book some open court
time ($100 an hour) and try taking a few swings
on your own. But nothing compares to the level of
attention you’ll receive from your instructors as a
participant in Adult Tennis Sleepaway Camp, where
you’ll eat, sleep, and breathe tennis until you’re
sending screamers at the net like a Williams sister.
Oh, and did we mention that their five courts are also
conveniently beach-adjacent, so you can cool off after
your day of lessons? If that doesn’t motivate you to
leave it all on the court, we’re not sure what will.
By Leah Blewett

Masters of
tradition,
done at its
technical
best

Technically

Speaking
Back to the basics, with the highest skill

O

nce upon a time not too long ago, foams
and scented air and trompe-l’oeil dishes
were novelties. One would wait ages for a
reservation for a meal that would be more
influenced by Einstein and Picasso than
Julia Childs, and each dome lifted or plate
prepared tableside brought a new surprise –
or Instagram post.
Now dry ice, syringes, and sous-vides are
as requisite in many restaurant kitchens as
stoves and ovens, and in a place like New
York, there’s little that diners haven’t seen
before. In fact, the era of the molecular could
very well be over, and an increasing number
of chefs seem to be shifting their focus away
from tweezer-placed precision and back
to mastering the basics. How do you take
something that was caught that very morning
and turn it into an interesting seafood dish
by late afternoon? Can cooking over an open
flame still bring controlled results? How
do you keep a garden on-site in an urban
environment?
In the Hamptons, here are restaurants that
might not be in the scientific elite, but are
masters of tradition, done at its technical
best.

Wood-Fired

D

espite the heat, the Main Street of Sag
Harbor fills with the warm smell of
burning wood in the summer months thanks
to Lulu Kitchen & Bar, a Mediterranean
bistro that opened in 2017 and has been a
staple ever since. Rather than calculating
everything with dials and gas and power,
Lulu’s chefs are trained on the most
primal oven: the open flame. From peppers
to onions and branzino to ribeye, each
ingredient cooked atop the wood-fueled grill
and oven sits as the visual centerpiece of the
restaurant.
The handsome bistro design of mixed
woods is chic enough that even snagging a
seat at the bar can be a success, but if you
don’t want to sip a specialty cocktail like a
spicy tequila and Campari Paloma while
waiting for your name to be called, here’s a
pro tip: request one of the three booth tables
that faces the oven, and you can watch as
the fire licks the skin of your buttermilk
chicken to a crisp, or smokes the gouda
cheese to be poured over your mac. Woodfired pizzas, grilled lobster, and charred
leeks with almond harissa and a sweet fig
reduction are all standouts, confirming that
Lulu has the hottest oven in town. (126
Main St., Sag Harbor)

Lulu’s chefs are trained
on the most primal
oven: the open flame

What comes off
the boats in the
morning and
preparing it to
perfection by
the time the sun
goes down

Dock To Dish

T

he rooftop bar at the Clam and Chowder
House at Salivar’s Dock – and the groundlevel patio for when the roof gets too full – might
be the best spot to watch as the ships roll into
Montauk Harbor to anchor down for the night.
But this spot, which formerly went by a simple
‘Salivar’s,’ wasn’t always so sleek. In Montauk’s
former days as stomping grounds for more salty
fishermen than well-heeled vacationers, Salivar’s
was the place to go for fried seafood and cheap
beer. Now it specializes in taking the freshest
selection of what comes off the boats in the
morning and preparing it to perfection by the time
the sun goes down, such as fish cakes in a Dijon
dressing and rémoualde.
A bit of fusion is often thrown in, but never
to the point that the concept overpowers the
execution. Swordfish might be thoughtfully
matched with a roasted garlic white sauce, or
yellowfin done Asian-style with mango miso. A
sushi bar dishing up creative, picturesque rolls is
a major draw, as is the certainty that one can find
here the freshest oysters around. But tucked amid
all the glazed and charred and tartare are nods to
Salivar’s past – the lobsterbake and chowder are
served with no restraint on the cream, and the
beer is still cheap. (470 Westlake Dr., Montauk)

Smoked

F

orget the tablecloths – the only white
wares at Townline BBQ are the paper
plates, heaped with the most well-smoked
meats in town. This roadside Sagaponack
joint is about as casual as it gets, replette
with a pool table, metal bar stools, live
music nights and colored lights strung
from the old wood ceilings. But the setup
certainly belies the quality; Townline
ensures that all the pork, chicken, brisket
and burgers it serves are completely free
of hormones or antibiotics, and smoked
in-house in two cast-iron, hickory-fueled
smokers – one that can hold up to 1,300
pounds of meat, and the other 900 – for
complete quality control.

Aquaponics

U

nlike many Hamptons restaurants, Page
at 63 Main is open all year round. Also
unlike many restaurants, in the Hamptons or
beyond, it serves the freshest farm-to-table
cuisine all year round – so fresh that the
organic greens tossed with nuts and berries
were picked hours before landing on a plate.
The secret garden is in plain site: an aquaponic
atrium where produce is grown in water filled
with farmed seafood, which takes the place of
soil in terms of feeding the plants.
The fish, which include tilapia, coy, and
goldfish, fill the water with nutrients, which
then hydrates the rows of herbs and vegetables;
coupled with the sunlight pouring in through
big windows, the plants have everything they
need to grow. Entirely organic and sustainable,
this farming method often results in produce
growing faster than it would in the ground,
resulting in the richest kale for that berried
salad and the spiciest basil to top pizzas,
pastas, and meats. The menu of nouveau
American includes local duck confit, chicken
roasted with those delicate house-grown herbs,
grass-fed veal chop, and a prime strip in truffle
butter. But amid all the gourmet meats, the
greens – a salad, a side, a garnish – remain the
star. (63 Main St., Sag Harbor)

Produce is grown
in water filled with
farmed seafood

Chef Joe Realmuto, who has been the
eyes over Hamptons mainstays such as La
Fondita and Nick & Toni’s, helped design
the Townline kitchen, bringing in knowhow from Texas and Oklahoma to inform
the venture. And in true smokehouse style,
meat is served simply as ribs, burgers, halfchickens or whatever meat you want dished
up by-the-pound. Also on order are Southern
sides like fried mac and cheese and collard
greens, IPAs on draft, and no less than 70
different whiskies to wash it all down. (3593
Montauk Hwy, Sagaponack)
By Gabrielle Lipton

Smoked in-house in
two cast-iron, hickoryfueled smokers

CHEF SPOTLIGHT INTERVIEW

Cucumber Vodka Collins

BROOKLYN

CHOP HOUSE

Q&A with Chef Skinny Mei

B

rooklyn Chop House has already made
its name in NYC with its unique mashup
menu of Asian Fusion foods and American
Steakhouse items. Now the spot is looking to
conquer the Hamptons with a poolside pop-up
at the Capri Hotel.

with three blend Pat LaFrieda ground beef,
chopped bacon slabs and mozzarella cheese.
The Bacon Cheeseburger Dumpling is steamed
Shumai and when guests try it, it’s always a
big “WOW.” You can’t hide the flavors when it’s
steamed, so it better be good!

Your menu is simply fascinating—part
steakhouse, part Asian fusion—is there
a precedent for this type of cuisine? And
whose hand must I shake to thank them
for the bacon cheeseburger shumai?

Your menu offers the “only restaurant in
the industry serving Chinese food using
organic, hormone and antibiotic-free
Bell & Evans chicken.” Is this a personal
choice based on health reasons, or does it
provide a particular flavor?

Thank you. Together with my partner, Stratis
Morfogen, we have been experimenting. What
was once a sandwich can now (at BCH) be a
dumpling. We like to say it’s the best thing
since sliced bread! We have picked the top
sandwiches such as the pastrami, Reuben, the
Lamb Gyro with Tzatziki, Philly Cheesesteak
and last but not least, our Bacon Cheeseburger
Capri Hotel

All of the above. We wanted to be the first
restaurant serving Chinese to use the best,
and may I add, the highest retail chicken.
Organic, hormone and antibiotic free caught
our attention. The taste and texture is over
the top. My partners and I sat at the table for
a tasting and immediately noticed the huge

Brooklyn Chop
House is the only
restaurant on earth
that can create a
48oz 45 Day Dry
Aged Porterhouse
Steak for 2, a 7lb
Authentic Peking
Duck and a 4lb Salt
and Pepper Lobster
at one table.
taste difference compared with Perdue.
We all agreed that we’ve been eating these
dishes for 20 plus years and it feels like
we are trying them for the first time. The
fact that my partners allow me to buy the
higher priced Bell & Evans chicken screams
volumes as to how much we value our
customers. It makes me a better chef!
We here at HM like to put chefs to
task, and ask them to match a perfect
plate and drink for certain scenarios:
let’s play! For starters: it’s just past
Memorial Day Weekend. The holidayonly crowd has dissipated and now
you’re meeting dedicated summer
residents and the year-round crowd—
what’s the perfect dish on your menu to
really knock their socks off, so that they
become regulars, and what drink would
go with that?

Brooklyn Chop House is the only
restaurant on earth that can create
a 48oz 45 Day Dry Aged Porterhouse
Steak for 2, a 7lb Authentic Peking
Duck and a 4lb Salt and Pepper Lobster
at one table. And then there’s the
Pastrami, Bacon Cheeseburger, French
Onion Soup (which is a dumpling too)
& the Gyro dumplings and that really
shows how unique our dim sum and
chop steakhouse really is. We don’t
provide creamed spinach, baked potato
and shrimp cocktail steakhouse here.
Now it’s mid-July, and you’re seeing
hotel guests who have spent the day
baking in the sun by the pool, and
now they’re famished—what can
you recommend they eat and drink
to shake that too-much-sun feeling?
French Soup Dumplings

Dumplings! Dumplings!
Dumplings with our fresh, local
Watermelon Fizz with Grey
Goose Vodka, St Germain, local
apples, pineapple and a splash
of soda!
Fast-forward to late August—
it’s hot, it’s gross, it’s buggy.
Frankly, some people are
almost ready to head back
toward the city—they’re
Hampton-ed out! What would
you recommend them order
for a dinner and a drink to
remind them that being in
the Hamptons is a wonderful
thing?
Dumplings! Dumplings!
Dumplings and a bottle of Rose.
Finally, it’s September—
Tumbleweed Tuesday is gone
and you’re starting to see
sweaters and pants again. Do
you serve any perfectly paired
drink and entrée that might
inject a little needed heat?
We will be the first to infuse
fresh vegetables with our
cocktails. Our Veggie Margarita
is made with kale, cucumber
and a little green apple. Our
Cucumber Collins is perfect for
that extension of summer mind
set.
Before we wrap our chat,
we need to know: are you
shooting for any nightlife at
the Chop House, or is this
strictly a dining scene?
We will have well known DJs
on the three holiday weekends.
The other 12 weekends our
space is a restaurant and a
lounge. We want to bring a bit
of sophistication back to this
legendary property we call the
Capri Hotel.
By Ian Shapiro

LOCAL PROFILE

LIQUOR LAB
Shake things
up this summer
A

s he prepares for this summer’s
East End pop-up, we caught
up with Liquor Lab founder Owen
Meyer. A West Point graduate,
Meyer was forced out of the military
thanks to an injury and swapped
a climb up that corporate ladder
for a similar track working with
Jim Beam. There, he discovered
what he calls “the booze triangle
problem”: bartenders create tipples
that average drinkers can’t replicate
at home; brands inundate confused
consumers with freebies but no
substantial content; and the result
is an entire class of would-be home
bartenders so overwhelmed that
they default to “vodka soda” or “gin
and tonic” without ever considering
the volume of deliciously potent
potables that populate the spectrum
between basic well drinks and
molecular mixology.

E

nter Liquor Lab (138 Wooster
Street, Manhattan), where
Meyer leads inclusive, welcoming
classes that educate consumers
on the broad strokes of cocktail
culture and also introduce
them to brands in an organic,
memorable way. A lover of local
spirits and a natural instructor,
Meyer has made demystifying
the bar his mission. This
summer, he’ll bring his talents
to the Hamptons with a Liquor
Lab Pop-Up at the Capri Hotel
Southampton (281 County Road
39A, Southampton). Read on to
prep for your class – and discover
his go-to booze, his can’t-livewithout bar tool, and the one
drink he simply has to have on a
hot summer night, a.k.a. “an air
conditioner in a cup”…

Who can enjoy a Liquor Lab
Pop-Up class?
In Southampton, we book on a
private event basis only, so that
means any group of people that
are looking to have a blast making
summer-inspired cocktails, and
enjoy great company, is welcome
to inquire and book. (Groups of up
to 30 are welcome).

What can I expect to learn at
one of your East End Pop-Up
classes?
Everything from summer-inspired
cocktails to classic cocktails with
a light and refreshing twist.
Think of it like drinking rosé in
cocktail form (if you’re into that
sort of thing).

You offer NYC classes on
classic New York cocktails.
Any plans for an intensive
Long Island Iced Tea
workshop?
Haha, not at the moment. We
are, however, creating a class
for New York spirits as a shout
out to the great brands of New
York!

What are your go-to local
spirits?
We are all about quality, and
the huge spirit resurgence over
the last 10 years has created
many great brands both local
and on a world stage. One of
our favorites that we love is
Hudson Whiskey, specifically
their Manhattan Rye, as well
as Allen Katz’s New York
Distilling Co.

What’s your favorite ground
rule for making drinks?
Don’t overthink it; less is more;
stick to fresh ingredients,
premium spirits, and no more
than four ingredients per
drink.

What’s your idea of a perfect
Hamptons summer cocktail?
I’m a poolside guy; I like things
with lots of ice like punch
bowls and any cocktail with
cucumber. One of our favorites
at Liquor Lab when it’s hot is a
Cucumber Collins, also known
as an air conditioner in a cup.

What are some of your
favorite spots in the
Hamptons to get a wellmade cocktail?
We are Union Cantina fans
through and through. Nothing
beats a Spicy Watermelon
Margarita on a hot summer’s
night (at least not that we
know of).

What shops or stores do
you recommend to someone
looking to stock a home bar?
We have a thing called Dollar
Cocktail Club that has just
launched and will be the envy
of any home entertainer. Check
out DollarCocktailClub.com for
the cocktail kits and tools, and
if you’re looking for something
a little higher end on the tool
side, check out our friends over
at Cocktail Kingdom.

What one bar tool can you
not live without?
Considering that you can stir a
cocktail with your finger if you
were really in a jam (eeek), we
would have to say the cocktail
shaker is the absolute musthave. Make a margarita by
stirring it in a cup and then
make a margarita with a
shaker. You'll see, there is no
turning back.

What do I need to bring to a
Liquor Lab Pop-Up class?
Bring your best shaking
and stirring face and wear
something that looks good with
a cocktail in your hand.
By Leah Blewett
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Active Attire

Hand-Chosen By Rue La La's Fashion Editors

WINNER!

BEST MUSICAL

ALL ACROSS NORTH AMERICA

“Investing in a good pair of a
sunglasses is a summer staple."
Persol Sunglasses
Rue La La

Nike
ACG NRG Tailwind Cap
Kith

“A mesh knit sneaker is the
way to go because they are
light on your feet.”

COME FROM AWAY Book, Music and Lyrics by Irene Sankoff and David Hein Directed by Christopher Ashley

Nike
Running Sneaker
Rue La La

“A Nike set is great for its
functionality and comfort.”
Nike
NikeCourt Dri-FIT Tennis T-Shirt
& Aeroswift Ripstop Shorts
Mr Porter

“ONE OF THE BIGGEST HITS ON BROADWAY!”!
THE REMARKABLE TRUE STORY

Sponsored by

TELECHARGE.COM (212) 239-6200 I O Gerald Schoenfeld Theatre, 236 W. 45 STREET
TH

COMEFROMAWAY.COM

DO LIKE

DADDID
Taking Style Cues From Your Father

W

hat goes around, comes around, guys. With Father’s
Day drawing closer, we want to remind you to celebrate
your papa and all that he’s done for you. It’s easy to think that
Dads everywhere tend to forgo a sense of style, but you might
be surprised. We’re not suggesting that you raid your Dad’s
closet, per se. But updated versions of what your father (and
even your grandfather) wore are right at your fingertips. We’re
here to tell you that some classics truly never die.

GO FULL TUCK
ON A TEE

W

e know that your dad’s
generation and their
respective wardrobes called
for a certain protocol. Dress
for dinner. Dress for flights.
Always tuck in your shirt.
Since then, there’s been a
long debate about whether
it’s acceptable to tuck in a tee.
With t-shirts going from being
undergarments to a possible
pairing with a dinner jacket
(depending on the event), a
tucked-in, cotton tee had long
been a definite no-no. Things
have changed a bit since then,
however, and now more and
more guys are harkening back
to Pop’s day with their tucked
tops.

GO CLASSIC FOR YOUR CAP

H

ats can sometimes be tricky things to pull off. There was a day when your Dad or
Grandpa’s killer Stetson was an absolute must for every man. These days, straw
fedoras in summer have definitely become mainstays of the vacation ensemble, especially
for the pool or beach. As those Clark Kents of yesteryear would slip on a handsome lid,
you can rock that same classic look today. Step up your game the way those gents did.
Dress it up a bit. Even if we’re talking about baseball caps, you can still have some
flair. Obviously, if that worn-in old Yankees hat is your pride and joy, then all power to
you. Wear it proudly! But it might be worthwhile to examine when you have it on. Maybe
relegate your time with it to pair with casual jeans and tees. If you want to incorporate
some style, the garment-dyed cotton baseball caps at J Crew are an alternative that
will polish your overall look a touch more. They’re simplicity incarnate and logo-free, so
the color and shape can do all the talking for you.

First of all, the shirt must fit
you. A baggy, ill-fitting shirt, no
matter the style, can be murder
on your ensemble and the
impression you make. It looks
sloppy. Second, the shirt itself
should still serve the overall
goal of what you’re wearing.
Lastly, a little goes a long way.
Stick to simpler tees, solids,
and understated stripes and
patterns rather than louder
ones. If you’re going for a logo
or words, remember that you
can make a bigger impact by
saying less. Everlane’s 100%
Human tee is a great example
of this. It’s perfect for being
tucked in. The black cotton
and stark white letters work
perfectly with a great pair of
jeans and a dark blazer.
Everlane's 100% Human Tee

J.Crew's
Garmet-Dyed Baseball Cap

GO COOL
WITH CARGO

C

argo pants and shorts
were huge toward the
end of the 90’s and into the
early 00’s, but soon went
into style obscurity. Our
fathers, always stretching
their capacity for utility, wore
them ubiquitously. They don’t
wear out easily and can be
much more comfortable than
slacks or even jeans. The cuts
of today’s cargos are more
flattering on your lower half
than the ones Dad might
have worn, but the general
idea is still the same. You can
have lots of pockets--storage
for your phone, wallet, and
even a power bank without
having to carry a backpack.
Levi’s Carrier Cargo
Pants are the stuff of
your father’s dreams. An
adjustable, built-in belt with
a clasped closure will allow
you to breathe as you enjoy
the bounty of pockets. Cargos
are casual wear items, but
that doesn’t mean you have
to wear a tattered hoodie or
stained tee with them. Keep
tabs on your everyday wear
pieces. A crisp, solid tee or
a well-made denim jacket
would bring some class to
your cargo pants. Much like
our father’s did, you can look
polished even when you’re
keeping low-fi.

Levi's Carrier Cargo Pant

GO BIG OR
GO HOME

I

n the last several
years, tighter looks
came center stage.
Skinny jeans, slim-fitting
suits, and form-fitting
tees became majorly
on-trend. While those
pieces are still very
much on the runways
and racks, there’s been
a throwback to sizing
up and an exploration of
larger silhouettes. Once
upon a time, your Dad
donned dinner jackets
with broad shoulder
pads. Now, celebs like
Justin Bieber are wearing
oversized pieces as a
kind of throwback to 80’s
fashion.
ASOS has unveiled
a collection of sweaters
like that and they’re here
just in the nick of time.
Your father’s generation
embraced pieces that
easily paired with a
wide range of looks, and
so with a staple like
this, solids are a slam
dunk. Keep the focus
on you rather than a
wild pattern or a logo.
Your Dad is memorable
because of what he means
to you, but remember
that what he wore helped
make him memorable.
By Michael Raver
ASOS's
Carrier Cargo Pant

M E N ' S G R O OMI NG

Spruce Up for the New Season
IT’S ALL ABOUT REPAIR

HAIR CARE

Summer is starting and your
best self is lying dormant underneath the wear and tear of
the first half of 2019 (need we
remind you about the minus
20-degree wind chill we faced in
January?) Well, that’s behind us
now and we’ve compiled the top
products you’ll need to find the
dapper man that’s been hidden
beneath your winter hibernation
grooming, or lack thereof. It’s
time to strip down and step out,
summer is here.

While you might want to err on the
side of simplicity when it comes to
packing hair care products, some
things can be absolutely paramount.
This includes safeguarding your
locks from heat damage. Treat your
hair like your crowning glory with
Kevin Murphy’s Heat Protection
Foam. Simply massage it into your
damp hair before you blow-dry to
keep those manly tresses protected
from dryness and breakage. One
bottle can last for quite a while,
too, so your mane can go up against
Jason Mamoa’s all summer long.

FACE SCRUB
Start by trimming down the
beard and then massage a little
of this on your money maker:
Shiseido Men’s Cleansing
Face Scrub. It gently exfoliates
imperfections and blackheads,
clearing away the dull surface
cells that crowd up the face. What
was congested and backed up
with dirt, becomes clean, bright
and energized.

SCENT
Dollar Shave Club has risen to be
one of the most prominent by-mail
razor clubs. But they’ve recently
added to their collection with a
series of colognes. With six in total
currently on offer, the Blueprint
102 is a fresh, woody scent that will
have everyone eager to be close to
you. In a similar vein to Armani’s
Aqua Di Gio, the expansive notes
allow the impression you make mean
something extra dapper.

MOISTURIZER
ORAL CARE
Activated Charcoal has gotten a lot of coverage in the
last year or so. From skincare to toothpaste, this natural
substance has rejuvenating qualities like you wouldn’t
believe. Case in point, Carbon Coco’s Activated Charcoal
Tooth Powder. A little bit of this brushed onto your teeth
will have them almost instantaneously looking brighter and
whiter than you’ve ever seen them before.

Sometimes one product alone isn’t
enough to get you the results you want. A
combination of things can often be much
more effective, but the problem is knowing
which ones are right for you. Men Skin Co.
is the solution to this quandary, custom
making skincare regimens, tailored to
your individual needs. Be it dry or oily
skin, breakout control or the right SPF, it’s
just a matter of logging on to their website
(menskin.co) and allowing their experts to
help find you what you need.

Writen by Michael Raver

WOMEN

Active Attire

Hand-Chosen By Rue La La's Fashion Editors

“ Owning a cute workout
set automatically makes
me want to be active."
WE/ME
The Wip color-bloack stretch-jersey
sports bra & leggings
Net-A-Porter

Dr.Barbara Strum
Face Cleanser
Revolve

Stella McCartney
Backpack
Rue La La

“I love the color of these
sneakers because I can
wear them with jeans or
yoga pants.”
Nike Sneaker
Rue La La

“ Always having a
water bottle handy
makes it easy to
stay hydrated.”
Geode Rose
Water Bottle
S'well

THIS
FOR

THAT

updates for the tried and true

V

intage pieces and throwback looks can be flirty and fun, but
this summer, we want to encourage you to forge your way
into new territory. Out with the old and in with the new! That
said, yesterday is not to be forgotten completely, as we want to
encourage you to update those old trends that served you so
well. If something flatters your body, that’s an important thing
to remember, especially when you’re browsing for new threads.

Free People's
Avery Bermudas

trade your jeans
for culottes

T

trade your flip flops
for sporty sandals

here was a day when, if
you’d mentioned culottes
to your friends, they’d cringe
or laugh. While skinny jeans
won’t likely go out of style any
time soon, we want to broaden
your horizons a little when it
comes to selecting denim. The
fun thing about culottes is that
they play with your overall
shape, inspiring a sense of
adventure for your silhouette.
& Other Stories has an
alternative to that old pair
of jeans you’ve got laying
around, with a deep blue wash.
The high waist and adorable
front pockets are a swanky
throwback to the 70’s, while
the modern stitching and
angles are flattering to your
lower half. Zara’s version is
a lighter wash, with a relaxed
and distressed bottom hem.
Slip these on with some
sandals and a blousy top for
a daytime, devil-may-care
look. If you’re looking for
something slightly more posh,
Vince’s culottes are a bit more
streamlined. The simple yet
elegant cut and hems have
the look of denim with the soft
comfort of linen.

Zara's
Jean Culottes

F

lip flops are warm weather essentials, aren’t they? Well, sort of. The
tricky thing about wearing flip flops is, that aside from the lack of arch
support, there’s the unsightly state of the soles of your feet at the end of
the day. Sporty kicks like the strappy Original Sandal at Teva are a fun
alternative and very on-trend this season. They’re strong, they’re built to
last, and the Navajo-inspired print on the straps launches them out of utility
and into a spirited stratosphere.
In a similar vein, Chaco’s sandals are an homage to that late 90’s
summer shoe with a modern upgrade. Available in a wide range of colors,
their classic model makes for a vibrant asset for a weekend getaway. Pair
them with some distressed denim or a super cute pair of cargo shorts and
hit the beach. Your feet will thank you.

lighter wash,
with a relaxed
and distressed
bottom hem

Navajo-inspired print

Teva's
Original Sandal

trade your leggings
for bike shorts

L

ast but not least, we have a bit
of an industrial spin on what
had come to be a wardrobe staple.
On those days when you’re going
straight from working out in the
morning, to brunch around midday,
and then to do some shopping
afterward, leggings have been a
reliable go-to. They’re comfortable
and easy to wear. We want you to
be comfortable, and nothing says
comfort quite like bike shorts.
These aren’t the stodgy bikers
of the late 80’s. They’re updated
with a chic edge, providing all of
the same stretchy freedom as those
old leggings. Case in point, the
high-waisted, blue ribbed bikers at
Year Of Ours. The wide waistband
accentuates the smallest part of
your hourglass, while the vertical
ribbing down your legs helps
to lengthen the leg. Spiritual
Gangster’s version are the stuff
of all of your Jane Fonda workout
fantasies. The supportive black
base is accentuated by the bright
rainbow racing stripes that run
along both sides. Flashdance your
way to a fit and fun summer. An
oversized tee is just the thing to go
with either of these for a kittenish
and relaxed look.

Year of Our's
Blue Ribbed Biker Shorts

wide
waistband
accentuates
the smallest
part of your
hourglass

trade your
short shorts for
bermuda shorts

T

he heat is on. Now that summer is here, we’ve got to
make sure you have some comfy shorts. We get it: if
you’ve been working out, you want to show off that beach
bod as often as you can. But sexy and the shortest of the
short shorts are mutually exclusive. Bermuda shorts are
majorly on-trend this season.
The Avery Bermudas on offer at Free People are
kickass cutoffs to bring some wild safari energy to
your summer vacation. There are four colors to
choose from (red, white, black, and blue denim),
and you can easily pair them with a cool
vintage tee, or even a bright bikini top. Oh,
and that jean jacket you have hanging in
the closet? Throw that on at night with
your Bermudas if it gets chilly out.
By Michael Raver

bring some wild
safari energy to
your summer
vacation

Free People's
Avery Bermudas

W O M E N ' S B EAUTY

Here Comes the Sun
Start the Summer Off Right,
Replenished and Refreshed

HAIR CARE
We know that it can be tough to find
the time to properly condition your
hair. Often times the morning shower
is a quick in-and-out affair. Leave-in
conditioners are a godsend in this
way, as you can ensure that your
tresses are healthy and shiny while
you go about your daily routine. Ms.
Pompadour’s leave-in conditioner
is packed with nourishing botanicals
like olive fruit extract, aloe leaf
juice, and rice protein, all to give you
knockout locks.

Now that you’re ready to begin
your summertime adventure
out East, there are some
important logistics to think
about. You’ve got your outfits
planned and your bags are
packed, but what about those
necessaries that you’re taking
along in your dopp kit? We’ve
got some products to sooth
away the wear and tear of the
yearlong toil so the summer
you looks reinvigorated, breezy,
and bright.

Blush pink in color, aromatic with citrus
and red fruit, floral with a crisp and
refreshing mineral character.

. . . let the fun begin

SCENT
With your face and body scrubbed
and your hair restored to its prime
state, we want to finish with a
scent to carry you through your
day. Brooklyn-based perfumer
Ellis, which was established by
Bee Shapiro, is true Williamsburg
cool with on-trend, cosmopolitan
elegance. Their Myth fragrance
contains hints of jasmine petals and
tiger orchids, elevated by musk and
white cedarwood.

FACE SCRUB

FACE CREAM
We would be remiss if we didn’t include
something from skincare giant Kiehl’s.
They’ve been around for longer than
most brands after all, and with good
reason. Their Ultra Facial Cream is a
heavy duty, paraben-free face cream that
offers 24-hour moisture. You won’t be left
shiny or greasy, but after all that time
out in the sun you will surely benefit
from something this powerful.

Before you can get your skin looking
its most radiant, it is paramount to rid
yourself of dead skin cells, dry flakes,
and any other imperfections that have
been clogging your pores. L’Oreal’s Pure
Sugar Face/Lip Scrub is a fragrant (it
comes it two scents: coffee and a floral
fruit) means of excising those unsightly
extras so you can let the pure essence of
who you are to shine through. Best of all,
you can even use it on your lips, which
goes a long way to stave off chapping. Be
sure to moisturize afterward!

MOISTURIZER
You deserve a luxurious summer
out East and is there anything more
luxurious than gold? Get ready for
some extreme pampering because
beauty brand Scentbird has
launched their Lush Gold collection.
Arguably the centerpiece of the
offering is their creamy body oil,
which contains dreamy essential
oils and 24k gold (yes, you read that
right). With a slight vanilla scent,
the oil works hard to moisturize your
body and your face and leaves behind
a lavish shimmer of glimmering gold.

Available at WINE.com and DRIZLY.com
or at a store near you, visit our website
and use the store locator
NotoriousPink
NotoriousPinkRose

Writen by Michael Raver

www.NOTORIOUSPINK.com

YOUR JITNEY

PLAYLIST

8. Te Bote
Nio Garcia

13. Island in the Sun
Weezer

9. Drogba
Joanna

14. All Summer Long
Kid Rock

10. Sugar, We're
Going Down
Fall Out Boy

15. It Takes Two
Rob Base

11. Friend of the Devil
Grateful Dead
12. Summer of 69'
Bryan Adams

Curated by

16. Springsteen
Eric Church
17. Got To Give It Up
Marvin Gaye
18. Hot in Herre
Nelly
19. Gin N Juice
Snoop Dog

DJ Kris Bistre
1.Talk
Khalid
2. Please Me
Cardi B
3. Break Up With Your Girlfriend
Arianna Grande
4. Shallow
Lady Gaga & Bradley Cooper
5. Basket Case
Green Day
6. What's My Age Again
Blink 182
7. Bohemian Rhapsody
Queen

20. Get Lucky
Daft Punk
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HAMPTONS

MUSIC & EVENTS
JUNE 6 - JUNE 19
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NYU Langone’s new Virtual
Urgent Care service provides
a medical consultation
from the convenience of your
smartphone or tablet.

Friday, June 7 Sunday, June 9
@ 9:00am
Wellness Weekend
Hero Beach Club

Friday, June 14
@ 9:00am
East Hampton
Farmer’s Market
Nick & Toni’s

-------------------Saturday, June 8
@ 1:00pm
Pool Party
The Montauk
Beach House

14

-------------------Saturday, June 15
@ 5:30pm
40th Annual Shelter
Island 10K/5K Run/
Walk
Shelter Island
High School

@ 8:00pm
Screening: Framing
John DeLorean
Guild Hall
@ 6:00pm

@ 9:00pm
Faces for Radio
The Stephen Talkhouse

7-9
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THE DOCTOR
IS IN—AND
ONLINE

The old-fashioned house call
is back, with a modern twist.
Thanks to NYU Langone
Health’s new Virtual Urgent Care
service, patients in New York,
New Jersey, Connecticut, and
Pennsylvania can now be seen
by a board-certified emergencymedicine physician through
a secure videoconferencing
app. Suspected case of pink
eye? Mysterious rash? Flu-like
symptoms? Virtual Urgent Care
specialists can attend to these
and other minor conditions, in
many cases sparing patients a
trip to the doctor’s office or the
emergency department.
Patients are often surprised by
how much a virtual exam feels
just like an office visit, notes
Viraj Lakdawala, MD, director
of telemedicine in the Ronald
O. Perelman Department of
Emergency Medicine. “We can
tell a lot by observing how the
patient is breathing, how much
they are sweating, how flushed
their face is, and how lethargic
they seem,” Dr. Lakdawala
explains. “If they point the
camera on their smartphone

Three easy steps to
schedule an appointment
1. On your smartphone or tablet, go to
nyulangone.org/virtualurgentcare,
or navigate to the “virtual urgent
care” section of the NYU Langone
Health app.
2. Select a time between 7 am and 11 pm
Monday through Friday, or between
8 am and 8 pm Saturday or Sunday.
3. Click the registration link in your visit
confirmation e-mail to begin your
video visit.

at the back of the throat, we
can see whether the tonsils
are inflamed.” The doctor
may also ask the patient to
press on their sinuses, lymph
nodes, or abdomen for signs of
inflammation. At the end of a
visit, which typically takes
about 10 minutes, the doctor
can prescribe medications,
order tests, or make a referral
as needed.
“This model of care allows NYU
Langone to offer patients an
extremely convenient, highquality option that they can
access from anywhere,” says
Robert Femia, MD, chair of the
Department of Emergency
Medicine.
NYU Langone’s Virtual Urgent
Care team consists of 30
physicians from its nationally
renowned Department of
Emergency Medicine, all
trained in telemedicine by Dr.
Lakdawala. These specialists are
skilled not only in diagnosing
and treating a wide variety
of conditions, but also in
determining when symptoms

warrant a visit to the emergency
department. (Fortunately, this
happens infrequently: only
about 5% of the patients who
use Virtual Urgent Care are
diagnosed with a condition that
requires an immediate in-person
evaluation.) And because Virtual
Urgent Care is integrated with
the institution’s electronic
medical record system, doctors
can quickly consult the medical
history of existing patients and
extend to new patients the
benefits of NYU Langone’s vast
network of specialists.
The service is currently offered
seven days a week to adults and
to children ages five and older.
Same-day appointments are
available, often with short waits.
“This is a new way of seeking
care,” says Dr. Lakdawala, “but
our patients feel comfortable
with it because they know they
can trust us.”
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MEANWHILE IN

MANHATTAN
JULY 28
AUGUST
JUNE
6 -- JUNE
19 8
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Monday, June 10
@ 5:00pm
Movie Night: Big
Bryant Park

LIMITED AVAILABILITY

LIMIT: 1,000 MEMBERS
PRICE: $400

LIMIT: 2,000 MEMBERS
PRICE: $200

MEMBER BENEFITS:

13

Friday, June 14

• ADVANCED BOOKING – Up to 28 days in advance, respective of
membership level.

--------------------

@ 6:00pm
Brew at the Zoo
Bronx Zoo

• FREE OVERNIGHT PARKING if available at both our Calverton &
Southampton Terminals.

Tuesday, June 11

Tuesday, June 18

• 1 time opportunity at enrollment to purchase up to 5 VALUE PACK
BOOKS of your choosing at a special member only discounted rate.

@ 6:00pm
Museum Mile
Festival
5th Ave. from 82nd
to 110th St.

@ 7:00pm
Billie Eilish
The Rooftop at Pier 17

-------------------Thursday, June 13

• Member only GIVEAWAYS & RAFFLES throughout the year.
• SPECIAL OFFERS & DISCOUNTS from several partner businesses on
both the East End & in NYC.
• Current members will have the ability to RENEW EARLY for the
upcoming year to secure their spot before enrollment is open to
new members.

@ 7:30pm
Tracy Morgan
Caroline’s on Broadway

SIGN UP ONLINE AT HAMPTONJITNEY.COM/MEMBERS
FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL (631) 283-4600

14
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To celebrate our 45th anniversary, Hampton Jitney is
gifting the first 45 Sapphire Memberships to our top
45 Passengers –we value your ridership!
*not all events included*

PRE-SALE
JUNE 10-23!
Use your Capital One®
card to get exclusive
access and tickets before
they are available to the
public on June 24.

GET TICKETS!

HOSTED BY AND BENEFITING

OFFICIAL AIRLINE

NYCWFF.ORG

|

800.764.8773

|

E AT. D R I N K . E N D H U N G E R .

OFFICIAL BANK

EXCLUSIVE PROVIDER OF WINE AND SPIRITS

BEER AND WATER
DISTRIBUTOR

PREMIER

TITLE

PRESENTED BY AND
OFFICIAL CREDIT CARD

PLATINUM

Must be 21 or older with valid ID to consume alcohol. The Festival promotes responsible drinking. 100% of the net proceeds go to Food Bank For New York City and the No Kid Hungry® campaign.
Photos: Courtesy of Getty Images | Sponsors confirmed as of 5.17.19
Capital One cardholders will receive pre-sale access to Festival tickets, based on availability. Ticket availability is limited. You must use an eligible Capital One Visa or Mastercard credit or debit card to purchase pre-sale
tickets during the Capital One Cardholder Pre-Sale window. Excludes Capital One issued private label cards. Pre-sale begins Monday, June 10, 2019 at 9am EST and ends on Sunday, June 23, 2019 at 11:59pm EST., or until
tickets run out, whichever occurs first. Prices and age requirements may vary by event and there is a limit of 10 tickets per person for any one event.

